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The mission of BCNL
is to provide legal support
for the development of
civil society in Bulgaria.
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Dear colleagues and friends,

Non-profit organizations (NPOs) in Bulgaria had a lot of opportunities to 
actively participate in public life in 2005. This was a year of elections and floods 
which had implications for the performance of NPOs, too. Many organizations 
took an active part in raising and distributing aid for those who suffered from 
the floods, and this evolved into one of the most significant philanthropy cam-
paigns. This campaign also showed some serious problems with the coordina-
tion between donors and the need of exempting donations to NPOs from VAT 
(including those in the form of charitable SMSs). 

After lengthy and intricate negotiations the National Assembly nomi-
nated a government and started functioning normally. We hope that the NPOs 
interaction with this institution will be even more active than compared to 
previous years, and for this we rely on the specialized Commission on Civil 
Society and Media.

2005 was also the first year when a state subsidy for NPOs was earmarked 
and provided through competition. This is a good start. Of course, the lack of 
sufficient transparency in funds allocation needs to be mentioned – unclear 
criteria, unclear selection process. We hope this will change in 2006 and we 
are ready to help the public administration in this endeavor. On the other hand, 
the tradition for allocating several million BGN from the state budget for some 
strictly specified organizations lived on. The Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit 
Law is of the opinion that this subsidy also needs to be allocated after holding 
a transparent competition with clear criteria.

In 2005 we started drafting a Concept Paper on the changes needed for 
improving the legislation for non-profit organizations in Bulgaria. After con-
ducting a survey among more than 200 organizations and a public discussion 
we drafted the Concept Paper which has so far been supported by over 400 
organizations nationwide. It sets the key priorities which should be followed 
in the forthcoming years – encouraging philanthropy, regulating voluntary 
labor, equality between governmental and non-governmental organizations 
having the same goals, tax concessions for pursuing related economic activity, 
etc. The setting up of several working groups on the key priorities set in the 
Concept Paper is under way. For many of them we expect support from public 
institutions, too. President Georgi Parvanov’s support for future initiatives in 
the area of voluntarism was confirmed at a meeting with him, attended by a 
representative of BCNL.

The Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law continued its work for 
encouraging the process of social contracting - contracting out the delivery of 
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social services from municipalities to NPOs. Although the process started with 
many difficulties we find it essential for the future development of the social 
sphere, and for the development of the non-profit sector itself. At the end of 
the year we announced, together with Counterpart Bulgaria, a small grants 
competition for municipalities that want to develop social contracting. We hope 
this would give an even greater impetus to the process in 2006.

The upcoming European membership of Bulgaria has an impact on our 
work, too. We are committed to the judicial reform process – one of the key 
areas with a view to the forthcoming accession of Bulgaria to the EU. BCNL 
supports NPOs working for judicial reform. We have taken part in the Civil 
Initiative for Judicial Reform aiming to make political parties clearly state their 
commitments in this area, and in June we organized a public presentation of 
legislative priorities before the key political parties, together with the Judicial 
Strengthening Initiative.

On the other hand, Bulgaria’s membership to the EU sets new challenges 
to non-profit organizations, related to European funds and participation in the 
work of European institutions. That is why the Bulgarian Center for Not-for-
Profit Law supported the initiative of the Open Society Institute for setting up 
thematic families of NPOs, and was involved in coordinating the setting up 
the Social Policy family. We are positive that the family will grow and unite 
the organizations working in the social sphere by helping them present their 
interests before institutions.

These initiatives will continue in the current 2006. We hope this year 
will be even better for the non-profit sector in Bulgaria and we rely on your 
support and ideas.

Wishing you a successful year,

                                     Luben Panov
                                     Director of the
Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law
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SHORT DESCRIPTION OF BCNL

The Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law (BCNL) was set 
up in 2001 as a non-profit legal entity with public benefit purposes. 
BCNL is registered in the Central Registry at the Ministry of Justice 
for public benefit NPOs.

BCNL is a local partner of the International Center for Not-
for–Profit Law and the European Center for Not-for-Profit Law. 

The purposes of BCNL are to provide assistance for the de-
velopment of a good legal framework and encourage transparency, 
accountability and establishment of an adequate governance structure 
of non-profit organizations in Bulgaria.
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OUR WORK IN 2005

I. WORK ON IMPROVING THE LEGISLATION

FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

1. Survey of the legal problems of

non-profit organizations in Bulgaria

In February BCNL made a survey of the legal problems of NPOs in 
Bulgaria. The survey was based upon an anonymous questionnaire sent to 
over 1000 active NPOs all throughout Bulgaria. The questionnaire contained 
50 questions divided into 6 sections: General Legal Framework of NPOs, So-
cial Enterprises, Financial Sustainability of NPOs, Taxation and Philanthropy, 
Volunteering, and Others. At the end, filled-in questionnaires were received 
from a total of 205 organizations from Bulgaria.

2. Concept paper for changes to the legislation for

non-profit organizations in Bulgaria 

A concept paper was draft-
ed for amending NPO legislation 
based on the analysis of the sur-
vey results concerning their le-
gal problems. The Concept Paper 
is a strategic document reflecting 
the views of a major part of the 
active organizations in Bulgaria 
in the priority areas relevant to 
the activity and development of 
NPOs in Bulgaria that require 
changes in the legislation. 

BCNL organized a cam-
paign for discussing the Concept 
Paper with a wide range of Bul-
garian NPOs. The document was 
sent to over 1500 organizations 
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and was publicized 
in a series of public 
events and meet-
ings. As a result the 
Concept Paper was 
supported by over 
400 organizations 
from all over the 
country and will 
serve as a basis 
for specific steps 
aimed at improv-
ing NPO legisla-
tion in 2006.

3. Other initiatives

• Problems with VAT in European programs financing

BCNL had a leading role in the working group of NPOs which aimed at 
solving the problems linked to the obligation introduced by the state that orga-
nizations financed through the PHARE Civil Society Development Program 
should be registered under the VAT Law. The group initiated a letter sent to the 
Ministry of Finance describing the problems which the VAT Law registration 
causes for NPOs receiving grants under European Programs. A meeting was 
held with the Delegation of the European Commission in Bulgaria. The setting 
up of a joint working group for discussing this issue was raised at a meeting 
in October with the 
new Deputy Minis-
ter of Finance Georgi 
Kadiev, attended by 
a BCNL representa-
tive. Unfortunately, 
the VAT problem has 
not been solved yet 
but we hope it will 
be taken into consid-
eration when the new 
VAT Law is tabled 
for discussion.

Global Forum on Civil Society Law, Istanbul, November 2005

Letter of a group of NGOs to the Minister of finance concerning the prob-
lems with VAT on grants under the PHARE programme, April 2005
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• Problems with VAT on donations and charitable SMSs

Immediately after the destructive floods in Bulgaria in August a large 
number of fund-raising campaigns were started for supporting calamity vic-
tims, and this brought to the surface some of the most serious problems linked 
to the taxation of donations, such as VAT on donations of goods and services 
for supporting the victims and VAT on the short text messages (SMS) sent for 
charitable purposes.

BCNL, in partnership with Bulgarian Charities Aid Foundation and Bul-
garian Donors’ Forum initiated a meeting of donor organizations and drafted 
a document identifying the problems and proposing legislative changes. The 
document was supported by a wide range of NPOs, donor organizations and 
business representatives. The proposals were sent to the Ministry of Finance.

• Expert group on the draft Maecenas Law

In October BCNL took part in an experts’ group that made additional pro-
posals to the Maecenas Law prior to its second reading in Parliament. The Law 
stipulates the possibility for public benefit NPOs called organizations supporting 
culture to be able to play the role of mediators between donors and artists.

• Working group for legal regulation of volunteering in Bulgaria 

On the invitation of the National Alliance for Volunteer Action a repre-
sentative of BCNL participated in a meeting with the President of the Republic 
of Bulgaria, Mr. 
Georgi Parvanov, 
which took place 
in the beginning 
of December to 
mark the Interna-
tional Volunteer 
Day – 5 Decem-
ber. The Presi-
dent expressed 
his willingness 
to support a fu-
ture initiative 
for passing an 
adequate legal 
framework on the 

Meeting of representatives of voluntary organizations with the
President of  Bulgaria, December 2005
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status of volunteers and voluntary labor. BCNL started working on a compara-
tive legal research of the regulation of voluntary labor in different European 
countries. A working group is to be set up which will discuss the need of a 
specialized legal regulation of voluntary labor.

II. PARTNERSHIP OF THE NON-PROFIT SECTOR

WITH THE STATE

1. The social sphere

The ideas of the Bulgarian 
Center for Not-for-Profit Law on the 
development of the social contracting 
system (contracting out social service 
delivery from the municipalities to 
non-profit providers after holding a 
competition) were supported by dif-
ferent organizations and institutions 
in 2005. We helped five municipali-
ties prepare the documentation for 
running social competitions. We also 
assisted in solving the problem that 
emerged with the state subsidy for 
some social activities that were al-
ready transferred to private providers 
after a competition. The experience 
gained in the course of the year was 
very helpful and enabled us to cope 
with future problems in the social 
contracting process.

Experts from the Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law assisted 
UNDP in drafting a strategy for the development of the Social Assistant social 
service in the framework of the SANE program. We hope this cooperation 
would continue in 2006 as well.

The concept for the role of the social enterprise as an effective measure 
for implementing active social policy becomes more and more popular in Bul-
garia. Because of the interest in the term and the possibility for integrating it 
into a legal text, BCNL experts made a comparative legal analysis on the regime 
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of social enterprises in European Union member states which was distributed 
among organizations dealing with the topic of social entrepreneurship, and 
among interested state institutions and municipalities. A practical brochure 
was prepared consisting of questions and answers on social enterprise in 
Bulgaria in line with the established practice in Bulgaria and the legislation 
linked to this special form of economic initiative.

 

2. Judicial reform

One of the most important steps in the process of Bulgaria’s accession to 
the EU is the reform in judiciary. The Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law is a 
partner of the Judicial Strengthening Initiative. An important part of this cooperation 
is organizing public forums with representatives of the state and civil society for dis-
cussing key pri-
orities of judicial 
reform in Bul-
garia. We orga-
nized a forum 
in June where 
political parties 
presented their 
views on the leg-
islative priorities 
of the judiciary. 
We plan to con-
tinue this type of 
public discussions 
in 2006 as well.

III. JOINT INITIATIVES WITH

PARTNER NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

1. Social Policies Family

Informal NPO alliances were set up in 2005 in some areas of the non-
profit sector under the project Strategy for Strengthening the Sustainability of 
the Non-Profit Sector in Bulgaria. BCNL had a leading role in organizing and 

Public discussion of the legislative priorities of the political parties,
concerning the judiciary, June 2005
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coordinating the activities of the Initiative Committee for setting up a Social 
Policies family by chairing the meetings of the Committee and assisting in 
the drafting of the family’s governing documents. The family was set up on 
4 October 2005 with a main goal of joining the efforts of organizations in the 
social sphere for solving the topical problems in the area, by aiming to work 
on problems that are common to all organizations and providing assistance 
to its members. After the setting up of the family, BCNL continued to actively 
participate in its activity by becoming a coordinator of the working group on 
the problems of the decentralization of social services.

2. Partnership with the Bulgarian Association

for Persons with Intellectual Disabilities (BAPID)

BCNL and BAPID signed a partnership agreement in 2005 which ex-
pressed their commitment to provide mutual support on projects, trainings, 
initiatives in the social sphere. BCNL provides legal aid to BAPID linked to the 
activity of the organization and will help organize trainings of the local BAPID 
units on the possibilities for decentralization of social services and running 
competitions for contracting out social services to external providers. In the 
framework of the partnership BCNL experts took part in international confer-
ences in Lisbon and Brussels, organized by Inclusion Europe, the European 
network of organizations of persons with intellectual disabilities. The new 
dimensions of the guarantees for the rights of the persons with intellectual 
disabilities and the possibilities for improving the legislative framework in the 
different countries were discussed at these international forums. 

3. Association of Social Enterprises in Bulgaria

An Association of Social Enterprises in Bulgaria was set up in No-
vember in Varna by 26 organizations from all over Bulgaria which have 
determined themselves as social enterprises. According to the established 
practice in Bulgaria social enterprise is an economic activity performed by 
non-profit legal entities with a strong focus on the social impact on under-
privileged persons.

Experts from the Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law provided legal 
and methodological assistance in the establishment of the organization.
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IV. INFORMATION SERVICES

1. www.bcnl.org

In 2005 BCNL continued to inform the public about the current affairs in 
the NPO sector. The news published at the website provide information about 
ongoing competitions for financing NPO projects, important changes to the legal 
framework and new pieces of legislation relevant to NPOs, initiatives related 

to improving the legislation 
on NPOs. All news items for 
important events are also 
published in English. 

The BCNL website 
forum gives an opportunity 
to all visitors to ask questions 
they are interested in on the 
legal framework of NPOs 
and to receive timely reply 
from BCNL experts. There 
are Instructions on how to 
prepare Rules and Proce-
dures for conducting public 

benefit activities that are accessible to all public benefit NPOs to be entered in 
the Central Registry under the Ministry of Justice. The website informs visitors 
about the analyses and publications made by BCNL in 2005. On average the 
website has been visited over 5100 times a month in 2005.

 

2. www.bcnl.org/social

The webpage for social 
services under the BCNL web-
site continued functioning dur-
ing the year. It was set up as 
part of the project “Raising the 
capacity of the administration 
and NPOs for delegating/un-
dertaking social services” which 
was implemented jointly by the 
Bulgarian Center for Not-for-
Profit Law and the Open Society 
Institute – Sofia. The webpage 
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provides information even after the end of the project about ongoing competitions 
for contracting out social services pursuant to the Social Assistance Act and its 
Implementing Regulations, about other competitions in the social sphere where 
NPOs may participate, as well as other important events in the social sphere.

V. CONSULTATIONS AND TRAININGS 

In 2005 BCNL 
experts have provided 
a total of 112 free con-
sultations, including by 
phone and email. The 
consultations focused 
on issues regarding 
the legal regulation of 
non-profit legal entities 
and the legal regime of 
social services. Twenty 
NPOs have been regis-
tered and 23 non-profit 

legal entities have been re-registered with the help of BCNL, while 91 or-
ganizations have been entered in the Central Registry of not-for-profit legal 
entities for public benefit activities under the Ministry of Justice.

Beside consultations, BCNL conducts thematic trainings throughout 
Bulgaria. Trainings were organized in 2005 on the legal framework for social 
services, performing 
economic activities by 
non-profit legal enti-
ties, the general legal 
framework of non-prof-
it organizations, etc. 
Trainings are visited 
by both representatives 
of non-profit organiza-
tions and staff in the 
municipal administra-
tions and other inter-
ested organizations.

 

Presentation skills training of the team of BCNL, December 2005

Checking the accounting practices of BCNL by the Vice-president on 
finance of the International Center for Not-for-Profit Law, November 2005
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VI. PUBLICATIONS

1. “Social Entrepreneurship and

Control on the Social Services in

Bulgaria and in the European Union”

The analysis is part of the project “New 
possibilities for vulnerable groups – raising 
the quality of social services and supporting 
social enterprises” in funded by the PHARE 
Civil Society Development 2002 Program. 
The material includes four sections: 1/ Legal 
framework of social enterprise in Bulgarian 
legislation; 2/ Legal framework of social en-
terprises in European Union member states; 
3/ Control on social services in the context 
of the social reform under way in Bulgaria 
and 4/ Control on social services in the Eu-
ropean Union. The purpose of the analysis is 
to provide qualitative study of the legislation 
and practice in Bulgaria and the European 
Union on the above issues and to study the 
legislative possibilities for social entrepreneurship and functioning of social 
enterprises in the conditions and legal environment in Bulgaria.

2. “What is a Social Enterprise?” is a publication of the Bulgarian Cen-
ter for Not-for-Profit Law (BCNL) 
published with the financial sup-
port of the European Union in the 
framework of the PHARE Civil 
Society Development 2002 Program. 
The publication is designed in the 
form of questions and answers and 
provides the regulation of legal en-
vironment on services and activities 
carried out by social enterprises. 
The separate sections discuss vari-
ous issues such as: the legal mecha-
nisms for public financing, taxation 
of social enterprises, possibilities for 
assistance, etc. 
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3. The publication “Philan-
thropy for Cultural Organizations in 
Bulgaria” is published by the Bulgar-
ian Center for Not-for-Profit Law with 
the support of USAID. The authors aim 
to present the existing legal regime of 
cultural organizations and the legally 
stipulated possibilities for philanthropy 
and sponsorship of cultural initiatives 
and tax preferences in this area. Some 
samples of donation contracts and 
other useful documents are provided 
at the end of the publication. 

VII. BCNL PROJECTS IN 2005

1. An Optimistic Look at Non-Profit Organizations and

Local Resources

The project addresses problems related to the individual and corporate 
charity and the work of Bulgarian non-governmental organizations. They 
include the still rare and weak partnership between non-profit organiza-
tions and companies, the low capacity for local fund-raising by NPOs, the 
poor understanding of the motivation for charity, the lack of innovations and 
diversity of charity models. Another group of problems is linked to improv-
ing the governance and capacity of NPOs for creating a more favorable legal 
framework for their operation. The project is implemented in partnership with 
the Bulgarian Charities Aid Foundation. The project started at the beginning 
of 2005 and will finish at the end of 2006. The work under the project includes 
raising the awareness and improving the mechanisms for training in the area of 
philanthropy, increasing the number and effectiveness of philanthropy models 
on a national and local level and improving the trust in NPOs by achieving 
better governance and cooperation with local authorities. A key priority for 
2005 was the development of a general NPO strategy for better legislation as 
well as raising the institutional capacity of organizations implementing the 
project. The project is financed by the Trust for Civil Society in Central and 
Eastern Europe. 
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2. Judicial Strengthening Initiative in Bulgaria 

In 2005 the Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law (BCNL), together 
with the International Center for Not-for-Profit Law (ICNL) was a partner of 
the East West Management Institute (EWMI) under the Judicial Strengthen-
ing Initiative (JSI) project in Bulgaria funded by the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID). The main goal of JSI is improving the 
legal framework, enhancing public awareness and support for the judiciary. 
This is achieved through improving the material and procedural legislation, 
advocacy for specific pieces of legislation and working with the public.

BCNL was actively involved in the project through several initiatives. 
A discussion was organized in June with representatives of the main political 
groups and magistrates, scholars and representatives of legal NPOs.  There 

political commit-
ments and ideas 
for constitutional 
and legislative 
reforms in the ju-
diciary were dis-
cussed. A next 
stage of the proj-
ect implementa-
tion is the survey 
conducted among 
eminent profes-
sionals – magis-
trates, researchers 
and representa-

tives of legal NPOs 
– in order to analyze 
and summarize the 
key priorities for leg-
islative reform. On 
the basis of the sur-
vey, a team of BCNL 
ex p er t s  m ade  a n 
analysis where the 
main proposals of 
the professional com-
munity for reforms 
of the judiciary were 
outlined. A series of 

Public discussion of the legislative priorities of the political parties,
concerning the judiciary, June 2005

Training on advocacy for NGOs, grantees of the
Judicial Strengthening Initiative, December 2005
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meetings were held in 2005 with MPs who were actively involved in the debates 
on the proposed reforms, and the goal was to discuss the possibilities for sup-
port and cooperation which the JSI may provide to the National Assembly in 
its work on the legislative priorities for judicial reform in Bulgaria.

In December the Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law organized a 
three-day training on advocacy for non-profit organizations where experts 
from Hungary took part. The feedback from the training is extremely positive 
and we are planning to repeat the training in 2006.

3. Social Contracting

In 2005 the Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law (BCNL) in partner-
ship with Counterpart – Bulgaria continued to actively work on the Social 
Contracting project for encouraging the decentralization of social services. 
Several important initiatives were organized in the past period. A model 
methodology for social contracting was developed and discussions were orga-
nized where experience was shared among the municipalities involved in the 
project. These activities were aimed at enhancing the capacity and awareness 
of local authorities about the process of decentralization of social services. 
BCNL experts continuously provided ongoing consultations to municipali-
ties and organizations that were partners under the project. Apart from the 
pilot municipalities Gabrovo and Stara Zagora, some other municipalities 
also took part – Dryanovo, Tryavna and Troyan, and this confirms the need 
and practical benefit of expanding the geographic scope of the project. In the 
past year monitoring was made on the pro-activeness of local authorities in 
Gabrovo and Stara Zagora in the social sphere and meetings were held with 
representatives of the municipal administration in order to earmark funds in 
the 2006 municipal budgets for contracting out social services.

At the end of 2005 a small grants competition was announced for mu-
nicipalities that, on their part, were obliged to run competitions for contracting 
out social services to external providers.

4. Raising the Capacity of Administration and

NPOs for Delegating/Undertaking Social Services 

The project started in mid 2004 and ended in October 2005. It was imple-
mented in partnership with Open Society Institute. The aim is to increase the 
capacity of local authorities towards encouraging decentralization, stimulat-
ing partnership between NPOs and municipalities and ‘social contracting’ 
between them.
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In the course of the project in 2005 methodological support was offered 
in organizing competitions for outsourcing social services in the municipalities 
of Pazardjik and Ruse. In the municipality of Pazardjik BCNL experts helped 
draft Internal Rules of the local municipal council for social services.

A no t he r 
area of activity 
was researching 
the possibility 
for non-profit 
organizations 
to participate in 
public procure-
ment bids. An 
a n a ly s i s  wa s 
developed and 
published on the 
legal require-
ments of pub-
lic procurement 
which was presented at a seminar in January 2005. The Public Procurement 
Agency provided support in drafting the publication. 

An important activity under the same project was the development of a 
draft Municipal Ordinance for financing non-profit organizations in the mu-
nicipality of Russe. A survey of municipal practices nationwide was carried 
out for this purpose on partnership and financing of non-profit organizations, 
and an analysis was made of the legal framework regarding the mandate of 
municipalities in managing property, allocating budget and the possibilities for 
partnership. The draft Ordinance was presented at a public discussion in Russe 
involving all interested local institutions, members of the Municipal Council 
and non-profit organizations. The draft was tabled for discussion at a session 
of the Municipal Council.

The initiative for extending the informal network for social services en-
compassing organizations from all over Bulgaria working in the area of social 
reform continued in 2005 as well. A second meeting of the network was orga-
nized in Sofia where the key priorities of the network were outlined. 

The project ended with a National Conference held on October 5, 2005 
in Sofia where some of the key problems and obstacles in contracting out so-
cial services to private law providers were discussed: lack of motivation for 
participation in the competitions and ill-preparedness of providers in some 
municipalities, lack of coordination between state institutions in providing 
funding to the providers that won the competitions, confusing the competi-

BCNL seminar “NGOs and the Public Procurement”,
October 2005
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tion processes under the Social Assistance Act and the Public Procurement 
Act, some providers not delivering the full volume of the contracted service, 
etc. The good practice from a competition organized in the municipality of 
Dryanovo was presented.

5. New Perspectives to Vulnerable Groups –

Improving the Quality of Social Services and

Support for Social Enterprises 

The project is implemented in partnership with the Programme and Ana-
lytical Centre for European Law (PACEL) Foundation. It started in December 
2004 and will 
end in May 
2 0 0 6 .  T h e 
main goal of 
the project is 
to overcome 
the exclusion 
of  v u l ner-
able groups 
which will 
be achieved 
by working 
towards two 
object ives : 
creating a fa-
vorable legal 
environment 
for the development of social enterprises and creating a mechanism for quality 
control in the provision of social services. 

At the beginning of 2005 was organized a survey among non-profit 
organizations which have determined themselves as social enterprises on the 
problems regarding the lack of legal regime which they encounter in their 
practice. The survey results, as well as the public discussion held in March, 
helped identify priorities for expert work under the project when drafting the 
legislative set of measures for encouraging social enterprises. An analysis was 
made of the laws linked to the performance and status of social enterprises in 
Bulgaria, as well as a comparative analysis of the legal regime of social enter-
prises in European Union member states. The material collected thereby will 

Discussion of the problems of Social Enterprises,
March 2005
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serve to inform the working group that will draft the legislative package. The 
working group was set up at the end of 2005 and has to finalize the package 
of measures at the end of February 2006.

 

6. Municipal Model for Partnership

between the State, Local Authorities and NPOs in

Decentralization of Social Services for Offenders

At the beginning of 2005 the activities under the project Municipal Model 
for Partnership between the State, Local Authorities and NPOs in Decentral-
ization of Social Services for Offenders were finalized. A model was designed 
under the project for social contracting between the state, local authorities and 
NPOs in social service provision for offenders. The project was financed by 
the British Department for International Development (DFID) and was imple-
mented together with Regional Fund IGA – Pazardjik. 
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STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT

BOARD OF TRUSTEES – supreme body
David Moore – Chairman
Vyara Mukova – Toneva
Stephan Klingelhofer 
Ivo Hristov 
Luben Panov, BCNL Director, ex officio member

DIRECTOR – governing body
Luben Panov

TEAM
Luben Panov – Director
Mira Ivanova – Financial Manager
Tony Dimov – Legal Consultant
Nadia Shabani – Legal Consultant
Marieta Dimitrova – Legal Consultant
Andriana Petrova – Legal Advisor
Dimitar Burnev – Legal Expert
Atanas Slavov – Legal Expert
Alexander Yolovski – Office Manager
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FINANCIAL REPORT
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BALANCE

of the Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law
as of 31 December 2005

Current

Year

Previous

Year

in leva in leva

ASSETS
Long-term Assets

1 Long-term Tangible Assets 5534,07 4664,3

2 Long-term Intangible Assets 580,97 1162,55

3 Long-term Financial Assets 841,43 841,43

Total Long-term Assets 6956,47 6668,28

Short-term Assets

1 Cash 683,23

2 Funds in Bank Accounts 132 866,85 390,47

3 Deposits Granted 73 075,67

4 Receivables 21 725,52 57,01

5 Expenses for Future Periods 0,00 4965,81

Total Short-term Assets 155 275,6 78 488,96

 Total Assets 162 232,07 85 157,24

LIABILITIES
1 Liabilities to the Budget 3,22 570,98

2 Social Security Liabilities 58,77 54,88

3 Personnel Liabilities 0 0

4 Liabilities to Suppliers 2,59 2,93

5 Other Short-term Liabilities 0,00 0,00

6 Financing 115 524,33 54 336,14

 Total Liabilities 115 588,91 54 964,93

Incomes for Future Periods 0,00 0,00

 Total Liabilities 115 588,91 54 964,93

Net Asset Value 46 643,16 30 192,31

including

 capital in Long-term Assets 0 3978,92

 Reserves 46 643,16 26 213,39

 Total 46 643,16 30 192,31
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
as of 31 December 2005

Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law

Current

Year

Previous

Year

in leva in leva

INCOMES

1 Incomes from incorporation 0,00 0,00

2 Incomes from financing 233 030,55 169 072,56

3 Incomes from donations 0,00 1999,50

4 Incomes from for-profit activity 19 969,00 20 357,88

5
Incomes from

currency transactions
7719,24 1294,81

6 Incomes from interests 3203,78 119,89

7 Incomes for future periods 0,00 0,00

 Total income 263 922,57 192 844,64

EXPENSES

1 Expenses on incorporation 0,00 0,00

2 Expenses on financed activity 232 638,63 170 390,48

3 Expenses on for-profit activity 8304,68 5871,99

4
Expenses on

currency transactions
2788,94 924,54

5 Other financial expenses 391,92 681,58

6 Tax Expenses 1749,65 2824

 Total Expenses 245 873,82 180 692,59

REMAINDER FOR
THE NEXT PERIOD 18 048,75 12 152,05


